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Annual Report from the Chair 
 

Barnabas Ministries Vision 
People and communities encouraged and nourished to participate 
wholeheartedly in God’s transforming life in the world. 

Barnabas Ministries Mission 
Barnabas Ministries embodies the mission of Jesus by promoting 
transformation, nurturing spiritual leadership, and is a catalyst for 
spiritual vitality in Australia 

 
Barnabas Ministries' role includes: 

Providing an ongoing spiritual formation resource by educating about and providing spiritual 
direction and supervision 

Developing and implementing processes for training spiritual directors, retreat leaders and 
supervisors 

Providing opportunities for spiritual formation and deepening through retreats and workshops 

Sponsoring, solely or in partnership with others, one-off events, both local and national, which 
nurture spirituality in Australia. 

 
Highlights of 2018 
 

Programs and Operations 
Though a very small organisation with a modest budget, Barnabas Ministries Inc. (BMI) has a 
relatively large ‘footprint’ through its programs and engagement with participants, and is able 
to impact the lives of a number of individuals and communities. 
 
These programs - Listen into Life, Soul Companions, Mt Isa Training, Retreats and Quiet Days 
and individual Spiritual Direction and Supervision – all provide opportunities for people 
exploring transformational and nurturing spiritual leadership. These programs continue to 
receive very positive feedback and encouragement from the participants and in some cases 
external recognition.  
 
While Barnabas Ministries Inc. (BMI) faced some significant challenges in 2018, the 
organisation continued to provide high quality program offerings, as well as the development 
of a new program and organisation of a series of events conducted by Lucy Abbott-Tucker. 
More detailed information on these programs and events is provided in the Director’s report.   
 
The fact that 2018 was a successful year for BMI, in terms of programs and financial 
performance, is due in large part to the dedication and leadership of BMI’s Director, Ms Sue 
Dunbar, and the invaluable voluntary administrative support provided by Ms Janet Kay.  The 
deferral of the commencement of the Soul Companions and new Soul Space programs and the 
completion of the Mt Isa program had implications for BMI’s 2018 budget. The hosting of the 
Lucy Abbott-Tucker workshops placed additional demands on BMI in terms of planning and 
organization. However the workshops were well received and made a positive contribution to 
the standing of BMI and its financial position. 
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Governance and Oversight 
The BMI Committee provides governance and oversight of the organisation. We welcomed Mr 
Philip Eldridge to the committee in 2018. The committee consists of:  
 

Mr Doug Smith (Chair) 
Mr Philip Eldridge (Deputy Chair) 
Ms Janet Kay (Secretary) 
Ms Amanda MacKinnell (Treasurer)  
Lay Pastor Geoff Wellington  
Ms Kate Scholl 
Ms Kylie Burgess 
Ms Sue Dunbar (Director) 
 

Mr Stan Sismey, a former member of the Committee, continues in the role of Public Officer. 
 
The BMI Committee’ work is guided by an annual planning workshop to set priorities against 
the Strategic Plan, and development the Committee’s work plan. The Strategic Plan is available 
on the BMI website. 
 
Realignment of the financial reporting cycle has been a significant priority in the Committee’s 
work plan. During 2017, BMI transitioned from financial year to calendar year reporting, and 
2018 was the first full year of calendar reporting. This change has been implemented to better 
align BMI financial reporting with program income and expenditure. This is one of a number of 
initiatives implemented by the BMI Committee to improve planning and oversight of BMI’s 
financial and program performance. 
 
Other priorities for the Committee during 2018 included: 

• strengthening of governance of programs 

• development of standardised approach to program costing and budgeting 

• development of standard contract for program presenters 

• development of a Volunteer Agreement 

• continued integration of the Listen into Life program within BMI governance and 
operations. 

 

I would like to extend my sincere thanks and appreciation to Committee members for the 
dedication, energy, time and creativity they brought to the role during 2018.  
 
Support 
BMI’s achievements are also due to the generous support provided by range of individuals and 
organisations in a variety of ways, including: 

• monetary donations from friends and supporters of BMI 

• in-kind contributions, particularly the provision of office space by the Presbyterian 
Church of St Andrew, Canberra, with special thanks to the Session Clerk (Sue Hogan), 
the Session, Board of Management, minister, staff and parishioners 

• the “Listen into Life” team (of volunteers) who support program delivery through 
program design and planning and roles such as presentation and supervision 

• Ms Janet Kay, volunteer administration duties 

• Ms Amanda MacKinnell, volunteer bookkeeping  

• Mr Doug Lennie, volunteer auditor 
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Looking to the Future 
Over recent years, the Committee has focused on strengthening BMI’s policies, planning, 
oversight and reporting, and BMI is now in a stronger position, particularly in relation to 
increased external compliance and reporting requirements. In addition, through the efforts of 
our Director, there has been a continued focus on the quality of BMI programs and on 
developing new programs. 
 
From the beginning of 2019, Kylie Burgess will step down from the Committee due to her move 
to Hobart, and this will be a significant loss for BMI. Over the last 3 years, Kylie has brought 
considerable energy, enthusiasm and thoughtfulness to her role as a Committee member. On 
behalf of the Committee, I extend my sincere thanks to Kylie for her contribution to BMI and 
wish her and Haydn the very best as they begin a new chapter of their lives in Tasmania. 
 
There is a clear need for BMI programs, which are well received by participants and recognised 
externally. However, despite this, BMI continues to struggle with achieving financial 
sustainability, partly due the limited capacity of participants to pay for programs. 
 
For this reason, BMI relies on the generosity of donors and volunteers to support its 
operations, and we look forward to your continued support in 2019. 
 
I commend the work of BMI to you as a key resource in encouraging and nourishing people and 
communities to embrace spiritual vitality, transformation and spiritual leadership. 
 

 
 
Douglas Smith 
Chair, Barnabas Ministries Inc.  
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Director’s Report 
 

Introduction 
We have moved to a calendar year for reporting, so this report reflects activities from July 
2017 to December 2018. As you read the report you will see a bit of a hiatus in activity towards 
the end of 2017 and into the early part of 2018. This is because I had double knee replacement 
surgery on Nov 21, 2017. Despite this, there have been some great events over this time and 
continued flourishing of Barnabas Ministries. I hope this report is a source of encouragement 
for you and a celebration of the on-going work of the Spirit in the lives of many people. 
 

Significant Events 
 

Soul Companions: Graduation of the second cohort 
 

On Nov 24, 2017, eight people 
graduated as from the Soul 
Companions program after three 
years of training and formation 
in the art of spiritual direction. 
This was a time of great 
celebration with family and 
friends. Liz Anne Smith and I, as 
co-directors of the program, 
were delighted to commission 
another group of trained 
spiritual directors and thus 

enable more people to be nurtured by this ministry both within the church and beyond. Our 
graduates are ministering in Canberra, Sydney and various parts of NSW.  
 

Mount Isa Graduation 
After travelling to Mount Isa 
four times a year for the past 
four years, the Spiritual 
Companioning program that 
I facilitated reach its 
conclusion in March 2018. 
This was run at the invitation 
of the Good Shepherd 
Roman Catholic Parish, 
Mount Isa. It was an amazing 
journey for all of us, 
culminating in a graduation 
retreat prior to the graduation, at an outlying cattle station. There we were caught up in a 
‘once in ten year’ rain event which led to no electricity and an extremely hazardous early 
return to Mount Isa. A rather exhilarating (read terrifying) experience for our graduates. With 
great joy, three new spiritual companions graduated and were commissioned during Sunday 
mass and four existing companions, who worked as mentors in the program, were re-affirmed 
as spiritual companions.  
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Lucy Abbott-Tucker Returns 
During July and August 2018, Barnabas Ministries again sponsored a visit by Lucy Abbott 
Tucker. The main events were; four day supervision workshops in Brisbane and Perth, a one 
day Focusing workshop in Mittagong and teaching in the Listen into Life program. All events 
were very well received with 29 participants in Brisbane and 12 in Perth for the Supervision 
workshops and almost 50 people for the Focusing workshop.  
 

Lucy is a world leader in training people to be supervisors of spiritual directors and Barnabas 
Ministries is delighted to support the Australian spiritual direction community by making her 
expertise available in Australia. Over the years we have now offered supervision workshops in 
Canberra, Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, Brisbane and Perth. 

Comments from participants: 
“A very worthwhile, important and 
essential workshop for me at this 
time in my life/faith journey.” 
 

“Transforming experience as well as 
excellent training. A wonderful gift. 
Thank you” 
 

“Lucy’s ability to make practical and 
accessible her profound wisdom is 
very helpful. I would gladly do this 
workshop again.” 

Perth Supervision Workshop participants 

 

Listen into Life – Program Recognition 
The Listen into Life – residential program in spiritual direction formation, has now been 
formally recognized by the Australian Ecumenical Council for Spiritual Direction (AECSD) as 
meeting the guidelines for contemplatively forming spiritual directors. This has been a long 
process of development, documentation and inspection culminating in recognition in March 
2018 and was cause for great celebration. We also plan to submit the Soul Companions 
program for recognition during 2019. 
 

Soul Space/Soul Companions – Program Redesign 
Both these programs were due to begin in 2018 but for a 
variety of factors they were postponed for a year. One 
major factor was low applications for both programs. 
Through this seeming setback some creative thinking 
emerged and the program delivery was redesigned. 
Common core elements are delivered together and then 
the two groups separate for their specialization – either 
retreat leadership or spiritual direction.  
This model of core and specialization has potential for 
further expansion in the future. It offers participants 
greater richness and diversity of experience as well as the 
synergies of shared space and presenters. This new 
program has now begun with 22 participants across the 
two specialisations.        Soul Space centre piece 
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Regular Activities 

Barnabas Ministries continues to evolve. Each year offers its own gifts and challenges which 
shape the ethos of Barnabas Ministries and the ways in which we provide soul care for the 
journey. The focus of the ministry continues to be training and equipping others. Although 
small, we impact many communities and people directly and indirectly through this 
transforming work. Following is a summary of the major elements of my ministry in 2017-18. 

Training and Formation 
I feel a strong call to grow the ministry of spiritual direction through training others in this 
ministry. It is a privilege to inspire others in this work. Previous reports have covered these 
programs in detail. Here’s a summary of the training programs offered by Barnabas Ministries. 

 

• “Listen into Life” Four-year residential program in spiritual direction training, four weekend 
per year. I am director of this program which currently has 32 participants and 12 program 
team. We operate on a four-year rolling cycle with an intake each February.  

•  “Soul Journey Companions” –Three-year program based in Canberra consisting of 8 
Friday/Saturdays for 2 years and then an internship year. We began our third cohort in Feb 
2019. 

• Soul Space 
This program offers training in retreat leadership. In the first year, participants are trained 
in offering short retreats like quiet days. There is an option for second year with training in 
leading longer retreats. We began our first cohort in Nov 2018. 

At the end of each training weekend/workshop, evaluation forms are completed. Participants 
often write notes of appreciation on these. Here’s one such note: 

“Plenty of food for further consideration. Affirmation of my soul search for 
contemplative matters of life I found refreshing. Inclusive language – Yeah! I much 
appreciate the team, their courage to also step beyond and provide support in this 
journey I have just begun with this community” 
 

Individual Direction and Supervision 
Offering individual spiritual direction and supervision is a privileged position where I am invited 
into others’ lives as they reflect on the ways in which God is present to them personally and in 
their ministries. On average I see about 15 people for spiritual direction and 12 people for 
supervision plus those within the training programs. 
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Other Ministry 
Barnabas Ministries has offered a number of retreats, quiet days and workshops to various 
groups. This is a wonderful opportunity to provide “soul care for the journey”. These included: 
 

• Two day Supervision workshop for the Living Well Centre, Melbourne, Oct, 17 

• Professional development workshop for the “Listen into Life” team, March, 18 

• Two day Enneagram workshop for the Wollongong Catholic Education Office Oct, 18 
 
Thank you to all those who regularly support Barnabas Ministries. Your generosity in giving of 
your time, money and prayers, sustains our ministry physically, emotionally and spiritually. 
Please continue to remember us from time to time in your prayers. 
 

 
 

Sue Dunbar 
Director, Barnabas Ministries Inc 
 



Income 2018 Jul-Dec 2017 Expenditure 2018 Jul-Dec 2017

$ $ $ $

Spiritual Direction & Supervision Administration

    Spiritual Direction  7,759           2,135               Insurance 1,327            -               

    Supervision 8,657           2,906               Memberships 169               55                 

    Membership Dues 50                 5                       Licences, Permits, Govt Charges -                124              

Training & Formation     Conferences, Retreats, etc 50                  -               

    Mt Isa Companioning Program (Net - Note 2) 3,075           5,375               Office & Stationery 86                  109              

    Soul Journey Companions (Net - Note 3) (979) 1,604               Website, Domain Name 1,878            18                 

    Soul Space (Net - Note 4) 1,737           -                   Printing & Photocopying 40                  48                 

    Res. Prog. In Spirit. Direction (Net - Note 7) 8,793           4,000               Postage 51                  59                 

Donations     Telephone 570               303              

    Donations: Regular 10,800         5,000               Computer: Repairs, Software, etc 129               109              

    Donations: One-Off 5,008           600                  Bank Fees 79                  79                 

    Listen Into Life -               4,760               Expensed Equipment 79                  -               

Special Events Ministry

    Lucy Abbott Tucker Workshops (Net - Note 6) 10,464         2,075               Director's Spiritual Direction 195               -               

Other Ministry     Director's Prof. Development 495               -               

    Workshops 2,500           1,000               Books & Resources 160               35                 

Other Income     Supervision: Ross Kingham 161               -               

    Interest 24                 9                   Travel & Accommodation

    Other 160              -                   Motor Vehicle 2,036            514              

    Fares (Living Well Workshop) -                397              

    Total Income 58,048         29,469             Meals 461               174              

Employment

    Wages & Salaries 36,540          25,200         

    Employment Expenses (Super 9.5%) 3,471            2,394           

Expenses - Other

    Sundries (95) -               

    Total Expenses 47,882          29,618         

    Net Surplus (Deficit) 10,166         (149)

58,048         29,469         58,048          29,469         

Assets 31 Dec 2018 31 Dec 2017 Liabilities 31 Dec 2018 31 Dec 2017

$ $ $ $

Anglican Invest. Dev. Fund 15,619         14,372         Credit Cards (St George Amplify) 149               86                 

Westpac Account 18,384         7,654           Amounts Received in Advance (Note 8) 7,200            4,810           

Accounts Receivable (Note 5) 985              2,183           Accounts Payable -                286              

Total Liabilities 7,349           5,182          

Equity

Retaining Earnings 17,473          19,176         

Current Earnings 10,166          (149)

Total Equity 27,640         19,027        

34,988         24,209         34,988          24,209         

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018
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 1.  Accounting Policies

Basis of Accounting

    The financial statements are prepared on the accrual basis of accounting whereby income is recorded when it is earned

    not when the cash is received, and expenses are recorded when they are incurred not when they are paid.

Compartative Figures 

    Previous period's figures are provided for comparative purposes.

Accounting Period

    The organisation changed its financial year from ending on 30 June to ending on 31 December.  The financial statements are for

    the full year 1 January to 31 December 2018.  The comparative amounts are for the six months 1 July to 31 December 2017.

2018  Jul-Dec 2017 2018  Jul-Dec 2017 

 $  $  $  $ 

2.  Mt Isa Companioning Program 6. Lucy Abbott Tucker Workshops

Income Income

Formator Fees 1,200          2,400          Brisbane supervision workshop 17,225         2,075         

Teaching 2,975          3,882          Mitagong focusing workshop 4,970           -              

Expenditure Recovered 2,473          1,536          Perth workshop 6,000           -              

Expenditure Res. Prog. in Spiritual Direction 2,700           -              

Travel (2,218) (53) Donations 90                 -              

Meals (253) (428) Expenditure

Recoverable Expenditure (1,103) (1,962) Lecturer fees & expenses (20,521) -              

3,074          5,375          10,464         2,075         

3. Soul Journey Companions 7. Res. Prog. in Spiritual Direction

Income Income

Receipts 350              7,200          Weekends 8,900           4,000         

Expenditure Expenditure Recovered 455               165             

Liz Anne Smith (1,234) (3,874) Expenditure

Venue Hire -              (286) Recoverable Expenditure (562) (165)

Expenses (95) (1,436) 8,793           4,000         

(979) 1,604          

4. Soul Space 8. Amounts Received in Advance

Income        Mt Isa Companioning Program -                1,200         

Receipts 7,720          -                     Lucy Abbott Tucker -                3,550         

Expenditure        BMI Membership -                10               

Lecturer fees & expenses (5,983) -                     Soul Journey Companions -                50               

1,737          -                     Soul Space 7,200           -              

5. Accounts Receivable 7,200           4,810         

Lucy Abbot Tucker bworkshop -              2,075          

Pther: 9 x SD/SUP invoices 985              108              

985              2,183          

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENMTS 

 
 

Amanda MacKinnell 
Treasurer 
24 March 2019 
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INDEPENDENT AUDIT REPORT 

To the members of Barnabas Ministries Incorporated 

Scope 

I have audited the attached special purpose financial report comprising a Statement of 
Income and Expenditure for the year ended 31 December 2018 and a Balance Sheet 
as at that date.  The Committee of Barnabas Ministries Incorporated ("The 
Association") is responsible for the preparation and presentation of the financial report 
and the information contained therein, and has determined that the accounting policies 
used are consistent with the financial reporting requirements of the constitution of the 
Association, are appropriate to meet the needs of the members and the reporting 
requirements of the Associations Incorporation Act 1991 (ACT).  I have conducted an 
independent audit of the financial report in order to express an opinion to the members 
of the Association on its preparation and presentation.  No opinion is expressed as to 
whether the accounting policies used are appropriate to the needs of the members. 

The financial report has been prepared for distribution to members for the purpose of 
fulfilling the Committee's financial reporting requirements under the Association's 
constitution and I disclaim any assumption of responsibility for any reliance on this 
report or on the financial report to which it relates to any person other than the 
members, or for any purpose other than for which it was prepared. 

My audit has been conducted in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards.  My 
procedures included examination, on a test basis, of evidence supporting the amounts 
and other disclosures in the financial report.  These procedures have been undertaken 
to form an opinion as to whether, in all material respects, the financial report is 
presented fairly in accordance with relevant Accounting Standards. 

The opinion expressed in this report has been formed on the above basis. 

Audit Opinion 

In my opinion the financial statements present fairly - 

• the income and expenditure of the Association for the year ended 31 December 2018; 

• the Association’s assets and liabilities as at 31 December 2018; and 

• other matters required by section 72(2) of the Act to be dealt with in the accounts. 

 

Douglas  S.  Lennie,  FCPA  24 March 2019 
Chartered Accountant Canberra 

 
 


